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Abstract: In optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI) or swept-source
optical coherence tomography, balanced detection is required to suppress
relative intensity noise (RIN). A regular implementation of balanced
detection by combining reference and sample arm signal in a 50/50 coupler
and detecting the differential output with a balanced receiver is however,
not perfect. Since the splitting ratio of the 50/50 coupler is wavelength
dependent, RIN is not optimally canceled at the edges of the wavelength
sweep. The splitting ratio has a nearly linear shift of 0.4% per nanometer.
This brings as much as ±12% deviation at the margins of wavelength-swept
range centered at 1060nm. We demonstrate a RIN suppression of 33dB by
spectrally corrected balanced detection, 11dB more that regular balanced
detection.
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1. Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is mostly used for biomedical subsurface imaging. It
can be implemented by either time-domain or Fourier-domain architectures [1-3]. The latter
has become more prevalent recently due to its extraordinary sensitivity advantage [4-7], which
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can be readily transformed to higher acquisition speed. Fast frame rate is particularly valuable
for biomedical imaging in vivo [8-22]. For example, in retina imaging, eye motion can been
significantly reduced by faster acquisition, making en face imaging of vasculature and 3-D
volumetric rendering feasible [23-27].
Fourier-domain OCT can be realized in two distinct implementations. In a spectraldomain design (SD-OCT), a spectrometer in the detection arm measures the spectrally
resolved interference.[2, 28]. A Fourier transform of the spectrum generates a depth profile
(A-line). Optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI) measures the spectrally resolved
interference by rapidly tuning the source wavelength before it enters the interferometer such
that the temporally encoded wavelength resolved signal can be detected with one single
detector [10, 12, 15, 29, 30]. Recently, ultrahigh speed wavelength tuning techniques have
been successfully implemented, resulting in A-line rates exceeding 100kHz using a polygon
based tunable filter and 300kHz using a resonant fiber Fabry-Perot filter in a Fourier-domain
mode locked laser [19-21].
In OFDI the use of laser source with a narrow instantaneous line width requires balanced
detection to suppress relative intensity noise (RIN). However, the RIN suppression is found to
be imperfect due to the spectrally dependent splitting ratio of 50/50 fiber coupler. Unlike SDOCT[31], the theoretically predicted shot-noise-limited sensitivity is still not reached in OFDI.
This can be attributed to a number of factors, such as incomplete RIN suppression and
significant thermal noise (detector noise) for high bandwidth balanced detectors. We have
observed consistently about 12dB difference between theoretical and experimentally
measured sensitivity for a 1050 nm OFDI system.
In this paper, we have systematically analyzed and quantified the four major noise
components, namely thermal, shot, RIN, and data acquisition noise in a 1050 nm OFDI
system. It turned out that a shot-noise-limited window for the reference arm power does not
exist with a regular balanced detection scheme. To improve the sensitivity, we implement a
novel balanced detection technique. Instead of using the differential amplifier in the detector
to balance the two output fiber leads, we digitize the two output channels separately and
process the balanced detection in digital domain after correction of the spectrally dependent
splitting ratio.
2. Principle
The detected signal current I det ( k ) in our OFDI can be written as,

I det (k ) = I ref (k ) + I s (k ) + 2 I ref (k ) I s ( k ) cos(k ⋅ z ) ,

(1)

assuming a narrow instantaneous laser line width. Iref and Is are the detected reference and
sample arm signal current. k is the wave vector and z is the depth with respect to the reference
mirror. The third term in the right hand of Eq. 1 is the signal component pertaining to the
depth information of the sample. The noise current however, is mainly coming from Iref since
Iref is generally orders of magnitude lager than Is. In OCT systems, there are three noise
components (thermal, shot and RIN noise) that usually need to be properly addressed to
optimize the system sensitivity [32, 33]. Thermal noise is related to the detector and is not a
function of reference arm power. Shot noise arises from the discrete nature of the chargecarrying particles, the power of which is linearly proportional to the reference power. The shot
noise power can be described as
2
σ shot
= 2qI ref

2

, [ A / Hz ]

(2)

where q is the electron charge. RIN is a property of the light source and is a common mode
type of noise with the noise power proportional to the square of reference power. For blackbody radiation, the RIN noise power is
2
2
2
σ RIN
= 2τ coh I ref
, [ A / Hz ]
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where

τ coh

is the coherence time of the source. Assuming a Gaussian source with full width

at half maximum line width of Δλ, τ coh = 2 ln 2 / π λ 0 2 /( c ⋅ Δ λ ) .[34] For a laser source
with a certain line width, RIN noise can be much smaller than for black body radiation with a
comparable bandwidth[35]. In our system, the data acquisition noise from the digitization
board needs to be considered too. Finally, the over all system noise power is the summation of
all noise sources

σ total 2 = σ thermal 2 + σ shot 2 + σ RIN 2 + σ daq 2 , [ A2 / Hz ]

(4)

where the last term represents the noise of the data acquisition board. Short-noise-limited
detection is the optimal situation where shot noise dominates over other noise sources. For a
shot noise limited OFDI system, the best theoretical SNR is given by [5, 6, 10],

SNR = 10 ⋅ log(

η Ps

hv ⋅ f A

).

(5)

Here η and hν are the quantum efficiency coefficient and photon energy respectively and fA is
the A-line or wavelength tuning rate. The detected electrical signal current Is is related to the
sample arm optical power Ps by,

Is =

η qPs
hv

.

(6)
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the 1050nm OFDI system. The wavelength-swept laser is on the top-left
[36]. A mirror in the tunable mirror served as the end reflector that doubles the free spectral
range[19]. The imaging interferometer uses a 30/70 fiber coupler to split sample and reference
arm light. They recombined at a 50/50 coupler. The two balanced detection configurations are
illustrated in the bottom-left corner. SOA: semiconductor optical amplifier, PC: Polarization
controller. The inset (top-right) is the swept laser spectra from the two 50/50 coupler outputs
where the 50/50 splitting ratio is only valid around the central wavelengths.
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3. Experiments
3.1 System configuration
The fiber-based 1050nm OFDI system was described previously [36]. The top left corner in
Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the swept laser source. Light from a SOA is angular dispersed
by a diffraction grating. A two-lens telescope converges the light from the grating to the
scanning polygon mirror. The polygon filter then selects a narrow pass band of light that is
coupled back into the linear cavity to build the instantaneous laser output [37]. The 3dB
bandwidth of the swept laser is 64nm with an output power of 6mW. The custom designed
polygon has 72 facets and requires 2 input pulses per rotation. In the experiment, it is driven
by a function generator at 820Hz, yielding an A-line rate about 30k. The interferometer
configuration includes a 30/70 coupler. The sample arm is directed to a slit lamp with
integrated XY scanner. The returned light recombines the reference arm light whose power is
continuously adjustable by a neutral density filter. 10% of the reference arm light is coupled
to a fiber grating which selects a fixed wavelength to synchronize the data acquisition.
At the detection port, a wideband 50/50 fiber coupler at 1050nm (AC Photonics) is
selected for balanced detection. In a conventional balanced detection scheme, the two outputs
from the 50/50 coupler are directed to a 2-channel balanced detector (New Focus 1817). The
electrical signal is subsequently amplified with a build-in differential amplifier that produces a
single-channel balanced output. Because of the spectrally dependent fiber splitting ratio (as
seen from the output spectra on top-right of Fig. 1 and from Fig. 2), we implement another
detect ion scheme where the two optical outputs are directed to two unbalanced detectors and
digitized separately by a 2-channel, 100MHz data acquisition board with 14bit resolution (NI
PCI-5122). The balanced detection is preformed in the digital domain with an optimized
balancing algorithm.
3.2 Spectrally balanced detection
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Fig. 2. (a) Digitized wavelength-sweep laser spectra from the two 50/50 coupler outputs. The
50/50 splitting ration is exact only around central part of the spectra. (b) The spectrally
dependent channel splitting ratio of the coupler (dotted blue) and the polynomial fitting (solid
red). The fitting curve is used to compensate the spectral dependent splitting ratio and improve
the effectiveness of balanced detection.

The detected optical signal from the two 50/50 coupler outputs for one wavelength sweep
is shown in Fig. 2(a). Although a wideband coupler has been selected, the spectra in the two
channels differ significantly. The 50/50 coupling only appears at the center of the spectrum
with a maximum deviation over the wavelength sweep exceeding ±12% (i.e. 44/56 instead of
50/50). Because the regular balanced detection uses a differential amplifier where the output
is a direct subtraction of the two input signal, the common mode rejection ratio is critically
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dependent on the identicalness of the two channels. The imperfect splitting ratio therefore
impacts the balanced detection. To improve the RIN suppression the two channels were
digitized separately. The ratio of the two channels is calculated and plotted in Fig. 2(b). The
spectrally dependent splitting ratio is not dependent on other factors such as power level or
spectral variation but an intrinsic property of the fiber coupler. A 5th order polynomial fit of
the channel ratio R(λ) = Sch1/Sch2 is used as a compensation function. The spectrally balanced
detection is then performed in digital domain where R(λ) is used to scale the two channel
signals over the full spectral range to the same magnitude before subtraction,

Sbal (λ ) = S ch1 (λ ) / R (λ ) − S ch 2 (λ ) ⋅ R (λ ) .

(7)

3.3 Noise analysis
With conventional hardware balanced detection, we have scanned a range of reference arm
powers by a neutral density filter to find the optimal power level. The best measured
sensitivity was 12dB above the theoretical shot noise limit. To assess the system sensitivity
and optimize the performance, we performed systematic experiments to delineate and quantify
different noise sources in the OFDI system. In this paper, we have calculated the absolute
noise power of different noise components based on the digitized noise spectra. Because the
measured absolute value of the noise power depends on the amplification in the
transimpedance amplifier and the DAQ board, all noise powers are calculated as noise current
at the PIN detectors before the transimpedance amplifier to provide a universal reference
point. The theoretical shot noise calculation of Eq. 2 can be directly used for this reference
point. The noise power is presented as 10 log (pA2/Hz). We computed noise spectra via an
average of 1024 discrete Fourier transform of A-lines each with 1024 data points at 33MHz
sampling rate. The noise levels were determined at a carrier frequency of 2.5MHz.
First, the thermal or detector noise was determined by measuring the dark current output
from the detector when there is no optical input. The thermal noise included all optical power
independent noise components of the detection system including system filter response. The
noise level increased slightly at high frequency (Fig. 3). The thermal noise was measured at
different vertical ranges of the data acquisition board. Fig. 3 shows that the thermal noise
(blue curve) is not a constant at 1V, 2V and 4V data acquisition vertical ranges, demonstrating
that the DAQ noise contributes to the thermal noise. The DAQ noise (red dotted curves) was
determined by terminating the input to the digitization board with a 50-ohm impedance. It
increased by 6dB when the vertical range doubles (in agreement with the digitizer manual).
The analytic relation between noise levels at different vertical range is given by NdB_b = NdB_a
+ 20 log ( Vb / Va), where NdB_a and NdB_b are the noise levels at digitizer vertical voltage
ranges Va and Vb, respectively. The actual thermal noise is independent of DAQ vertical
range after subtracting the DAQ noise from the measured noise spectrum. The thermal noise
was 7.8 pA2 Hz , corresponding to a noise equivalent power (NEP) of the detector of
3.7pW/ Hz for a detector responsivity of R=0.75 A/W. Compared with the minimum NEP =
2.5pW/ Hz at low frequency specified in the detector manual, the larger measured value is
most likely due to aliasing of noise above the Nyquist frequency. The build-in low-pass antialiasing filter of the NI board with a cut-off frequency 20MHz did not provide enough
attenuation at or above the Nyquist frequency (16.5 MHz). We can also see that the DAQ
noise level at 4V vertical range is actually higher than the thermal noise floor. Therefore,
within the limitation of the available hardware, we will have to consider carefully four
independent noise components in order to fully assess the total noise power.
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Fig. 3. The detection system noise consists of thermal and DAQ noise. Noise spectra were
acquired in three data acquisition vertical ranges of 1, 2, and 4V peak-to-peak from left to
right. Blue solid lines are the thermal plus DAQ noise measured when the optical input to the
detector was blocked. Red dotted lines are DAQ noise when digitizer’s analog input is
terminated with 50 ohm. A discrete Fourier transform of 1024 data points is used to assess the
noise floor. Y-axis is in absolution unit 10log(pA2/Hz) calculated at the PIN detector output.

Next the RIN noise level was determined. We measured the total noise in unbalanced,
regular hardware balanced and spectrally balanced detection conditions for a range of
reference arm power levels. The previously determined thermal and DAQ noise was
subtracted from each measurement, which left only the contribution of shot and RIN noise.
Since two detectors and digitization channels were used for the spectrally balanced scheme,
two thermal and DAQ noise terms were subtracted. We then fit the remaining portion of the
noise curve with N ( I ref ) = 10 ⋅ log[ 2η q 2 Pref / hv ⋅ γ + PRIN ⋅ (η qPref / hv ) 2 ] with PRIN the only fit

parameter. The quantum efficiency η calculated from the detector specification is 0.9. The
first term in the logarithm bracket is shot noise (Eq. 2). A small adjustment factor γ is used to
take into account the aliasing of noise above the Nyquist frequency. Our measured thermal
noise power at 2.5MHz is 2.2 times larger than manufacture specification. ( (3.7 / 2.5
pW/ Hz )2 =2.2 ). The manufacturer specifications indicate that thermal noise at 100MHz
(the maximum frequency estimated to contribute to the noise) is about 7 fold larger than the
minimum value. Assuming a linear increment, the integrated thermal noise spectrum is about
4 times larger than an integrated white or shot noise spectrum. Therefore, the additional shot
noise due to aliasing is estimated to be 30%, and γ equals 1.3. The second term is RIN, where
P is the fitted RIN coefficient with unit second. The fitting results are shown in Fig. 4, where
PRIN = 7.488e-12, 4.69e-14, and 3.53e-15 respectively for unbalanced, hardware balanced, and
spectrally balanced RIN. Note that the reference power level for single unbalanced detection
is half that of the balanced schemes, where both channels are summed. By comparing
10 log( PRIN ) , the hardware balanced RIN level is about 22dB lower than unbalanced RIN. The
spectral balancing scheme results in an additional 11 dB noise suppression from the hardware
balanced RIN.
(b)
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Fig. 4. Fitting of shot plus RIN noise in three detection conditions. (a) Unbalanced detection,
(b) Regular hardware balanced detection, and (c) Spectrally balanced detection. The dotted
plots are experimental noise measurement after removal of thermal and DAQ noise. The red
solid lines are the nonlinear fit by Origin 6.
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Figure 5 shows the contribution of each noise term. The DAQ noise appears as a step
function corresponding to the different vertical range setting of 0.2, 0.4, 1, 2, 4, and 10V,
respectively (from left to right). In the experiments, the smallest vertical range possible before
saturation was always selected to minimize the effect of DAQ noise. Thermal noise was
experimentally determined and is power independent. The shot noise curve is based on the
theoretical prediction including the γ factor of 1.3. The RIN curves are based on the measured
PRIN values assuming a quadratic dependence on the reference arm power. The experimental
results and fitting curves in Fig. 4 are also included in Fig. 5 for comparison. Dashed lines are
the fitting curves and symbols are the measured shot plus RIN noise experimental data. The
shot plus unbalanced RIN curve overlaps with the unbalanced RIN curve because unbalanced
RIN dominates all other noise terms. The graph shows that for hardware balanced detection
there is no shot noise limited window for the reference arm power where shot noise dominates
all other noise terms. The noise analysis has revealed an 11 dB better RIN suppression of
spectral balanced detection over hardware balanced detection. However, two separate
unbalanced detectors are needed in the spectral balance scheme, adding one additional portion
of thermal and DAQ noise. Nonetheless, as can be concluded from Fig. 5, a small window
does appear where the shot noise is greater than the other noise contributions if spectral
balanced detection could be implemented with a single detector.

Shot + spectral balanced RIN
Shot + hardware balanced RIN
Shot + unbalanced RIN
spectral balanced RIN
hardware balanced RIN
unbalanced RIN
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Thermal
DAQ
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Fig. 5. The system noise characterization plotted as a function of the reference power for
1050nm OFDI after decomposition of four primary noise components: DAQ, thermal, shot,
and RIN noise. The y-axis gives absolute noise power expressed as the noise current in decibel
at the PIN detector. The symbols are experimental data, dashed lines are fits to the
experimental data, and the solid lines are the decomposed four noise components. Hardware
balanced detection suppressed about 22dB RIN. Spectral balance further suppressed 11dB. A
reference power window where shot noise is larger than all other noise terms appears in
spectral balanced detection. DAQ noise cannot be ignored especially at high digitizer vertical
ranges (4V and 10V).
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To demonstrate that spectral balanced detection can effectively suppress further the RIN
noise in an OFDI system, a mirror was placed in the sample arm of the system, about 0.5mm
away from the zero reference position. The optimal reference power, determined by the
maximum power for which the digitizer did not saturate within the 2V vertical range, was
50µW, about 4 times larger than the optimal power in the hardware balanced configuration.
Figure 6(a) shows the depth profile for spectral balanced detection and Fig. 6(b) is processed
by a direct subtraction of two DAQ channel data. The small peaks at high frequency are the
fixed-pattern noise from the OFDI source and mixing terms with the mirror sample. The SNR
benefit of spectral balanced detection can be seen in Fig. 6(c), which is the subtraction of the
depth profile of Fig. 6(b) from 6(a). An overall 5-8 dB SNR improvement within the depth
range of the system has been achieved, which is attributed to the 11 dB additional RIN
suppression. The optimal reference power for hardware balanced detection with a single
detector is 15 μW. In that case the system sensitivity is about 2 dB better than the sensitivity
for a reference power of 50 μW with two detectors. Therefore the net sensitivity gain of
spectral balancing with two detectors at 50 μW compared to hardware balancing with a single
detector at 15 μW is about 3-6dB.
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Fig. 6. (a) and (b) are the depth profiles of spectrally balanced and directly balanced detections
schemes, respectively. The strong peak to the left is from a mirror sample about 0.5 mm away
from the reference mirror. The peak to the right is from the laser source, and two sidelobes are
the mixing terms of the mirror sample and the laser source peak. Fig 6 (c) shows the
subtraction of the software balanced from the hardware balanced depth profile, demonstrating a
5-8 dB noise suppression. In addition, the DC and common mode source noise peak are also
reduced. The two side peaks around the source peak are still at the same level because they
arise from the mixing of sample mirror and laser source signal, which are not common mode
signals.
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Based on the detailed noise analysis, the noise levels can be calculated for the hardware
balanced (HB) and Spectral balanced (SB) detection with 50µW reference arm power at a
frequency of 2.5 MHz.
2
2
2
2
2
2
σ HB
= 2 × (σ Thermal
+ σ DAQ
) + σ shot
+ σ RIN
, HB = 19.9 + 15.6 + 66.0 = 101.5 pA / Hz

(8)

2
2
2
2
2
2
σ SB
= 2 × (σ Thermal
+ σ DAQ
) + σ shot
+ σ RIN
, SB = 19.9 + 15.6 + 5.0 = 40.5 pA / Hz

The measured noise reduction of ~5 dB at 2.5 MHz in Fig. 6(c) is slightly better than the
2
2
predicted noise reduction 10 log(σ HB
σ SB
) = 4 dB.
4. Conclusion
We have systematically analyzed the thermal, DAQ, shot, and RIN noise of our 1050nm
polygon filter based OFDI system. Based on the quantitative characterization of the four noise
components, we demonstrate that spectrally balanced detection opens up a reference arm
power window where shot noise is larger than other noise contributions. This is due to the
11dB better RIN suppression. The technique also more efficiently reduces the DC signal level
and suppresses the common mode source noise peaks. To fully realize the potential noise
reduction of spectrally balanced detection would require a single detector or hardware
implementation to reduce the thermal and DAQ contribution by a factor of 2.
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